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Abstract— The earthquake is natural disaster which is 

unpredictable and uncontrollable. The structures cannot be 

earthquake proof but can be earthquake resistant. The tuned 

mass dampers are very much effective for the wind loads and 

harmonic loading in the structures. The fundamental mode 

can effectively be controlled by tuning the frequency of the 

tuned mass damper with the modal frequency of the 

structure. In this study the structure with tuned mass dampers 

are subjected to harmonic loading using shake and the 

behavior is observed. It is observed that the tuned mass 

damper effectively reduces the deformation of the structure 

by increasing the damping and tuning of frequency of that 

mode. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With recent development in computer-based structural 

design and high-strength materials, structures are becoming 

more flexible and lightly damped. When subjected to 

dynamic loads such as traffic load, wind, earthquake, wave, 

vibration lasting for long duration may be easily induced in 

this type of structures. To increase comfort of working 

people, function of installed machineries and equipment, 

and reliability of structures, damping capacity of structures 

in the elastic region should be increased. [1] 

TMD is a vibration system with mass md, spring 

Kd and viscous Cd usually installed on the top of structures. 

When the structure starts to vibrate, TMD is excited by the 

movement of the structure. Hence, kinetic energy of the 

structure goes into TMD system to be absorbed by the 

viscous damper of TMD. To achieve the most efficient 

energy absorbing capacity of TMD, natural period of TMD 

by itself is tuned with the natural period of the structure by 

itself, from which the system is called "Tuned Mass 

Damper".[7] The viscous damper of TMD shall also be 

adjusted to the optimum value to maximize the absorbed 

energy. TMD is a mechanically simple system which does 

not need any external energy supply for operation. Because 

of easy maintenance and high reliability, TMD is used in 

many flexible and lightly-damped towers, buildings and so 

on in Japan. 

TMD cannot reduce the peak displacement of the 

controlled structure after yielding; it can significantly reduce 

damage to the structure. In addition, certain degrees of 

damage protection and collapse prevention can also be 

gained from the application of TMD.[3] 

The TMD are very much effective for the wind 

loads and harmonic loading but in case of the earthquake 

loading it provides less significance. The effectiveness of 

tuned mass dampers (TMDs) decreases as the input duration 

shortens and impulsive loading. These TMDs can be 

effective even against impulsive loads if large mass ratios 

are used. [4] 

The reduction in the structural responses is 

observed when these TMD are designed efficiently. The 

design properties of the TMD system are mass, frequency 

and damping ratio of the TMD units, along with their 

location within the structure, considered as fixed at its base. 

Robustness in the design of the TMD properties is 

formulated as a multi objective optimization problem, in 

which both mean and standard deviation of the building 

response, produced by the considered uncertain parameters, 

are minimized. The weighted sum method is applied for 

transforming the multiple objectives into an aggregated 

scalar objective function and then solving the minimization 

problem. [6] 

To minimize the demerits of the tradition TMD the 

new type TMD are developed as passive TMD and 

pounding TMD. Passive TMD is useful because system 

damping increases after its implementation. The Ibrahim 

time domain technique was then applied to calculate the 

modal frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes of 

structure with optimal parameters of passive TMD.[2] The 

pounding tuned mass damper (PTMD) upgrades the seismic 

resistant performance of a transmission tower. With the 

maximum optimal mass ratio at 2%, the PTMD is more 

effective at reducing dynamic excitation then the traditional 

TMD. [5] The operating principle iof TMD is shown in the 

fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1: Operating principle of TMD. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A. Shake Table used for Conducting Experiments 

The shake table consists of a flywheel, a camshaft, a 

vibration table and user designed cams. The cam is 

connected to a variable speed dc motor with the help of a 

camshaft. A circular mounting plate is based on the 

vibrating plate through a T-slot, so that, the test structure 

can be mounted at any desired angle relative to the angle of 

incidence of the base motion. The flywheel assembly 

ensures frequency control with less than 3% accuracy. A set 

of four cams have been produced to generate harmonic 

motions of different amplitudes and, also, to provide saw-
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tooth type of base motions. By varying the speed of the 

motor, the frequency content of the base motion can be 

varied.[8]  

There are two types of shake table available in the 

laboratory cylindrical cam and eccentric cam shake table. 

The basic difference in these two types is that the setting of 

amplitude. In cylindrical cam shake table the cams of 

different amplitude are used for choosing particular 

amplitude and the procedure should be followed to change 

the assembly. In case of eccentric cam shake table the 

amplitude is set simple fixing the marker at desired 

amplitude and nut bolt system is fixed. 

 
Fig. 2: Electric motor driven shake table. 

The table 1 shows the specification of electric 

motor driven shake table which is used for performing the 

experiment over the structural model. 

Property Specifications 

Maximum payload 30 kg 

Sliding table dimension 400*360mm 

Circular mounting plate dimension 390 mm diameter 

Motor 1 HP variable speed dc 

Frequency Control 3% 

Table 1: Details of the shake table.[8] 

B. Structural Model 

The model which is used for analysis consists of three 

stories and it is made up of columns and slab having same 

material as aluminum. This structure is three DOF system as 

it vibrates in three modes of different frequency such that it 

shows maximum response when excitation frequency 

matches with any one of the modal frequency. This model is 

having following specifications as: 

 
Fig. 3: Three Storied Structural Model. 

The model consists of slabs and columns. The 

detailed geometric specification for the slab and column is 

given the following table: 

Sr. 

No. 
Part 

Dimensions in mm 

Depth (D) Width (B) Length (L) 

1 Column DA =3.00 BA =25.11 LA =1200.00 

2 Slab DB=12.70 BB =150.00 LB =300.00 

Table 2: Geometric data of the structure.[8] 

C. Analysis of Fixed base Three Storied Structure 

The three-story shear building frame with fixed base is 

subjected to harmonic loading with incremental excitation 

frequency. The three-story building frame is fixed to the 

shake table, top floor acceleration and displacement at each 

storied is recorded and corresponding graph for top floor 

acceleration and deformation is plotted so as to analyze the 

behavior of the structure when excitation frequency match 

with the fundamental frequency in each mode. 

 
Fig. 4: Model of Fixed Base Structure. 

D. Analysis of structure with TMD 

It is observed that, the fixed base structure shows the higher 

deformation in the structure when subjected to harmonic 

loading, to minimize the deformation the damping in the 

structure should be increased. This can be achieved by using 

dampers; specifically in this study tuned mass damper is 

selected and installed at the top of the structure. Tuned mass 

damper is designed such that it consists of the vertical strip 

of steel which provides stiffness and mass is lumped at the 

top. The length of the strip is selected so as to achieve the 

desired stiffness required to match the frequency. The 

damping in the structure can only be increased by tuning the 

frequency of damper with the first modal frequency. Firstly, 

mass of 130gm is lumped at the top, which consists of 

blocks of thick steel plate, the results are computed. But the 

decrease in the deformation in the structure is observed to be 

not much significant the mass is increased to 250gm the 

frequency is matched with first modal frequency. 

 
Fig. 5: Fixed structure with TMD. 

TMD is made up of the steel strip of dimension 

25x1mm and the blocks of steel plate are lumped at the top 
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of the strip fixed with the nut and bolt. The length of the 

TMD is 250mm so as to achieve stiffness of 75.69 n/m and 

the mass of 250gm is lumped at the top. 

 
Fig. 6: TMD for fixed structure. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results are derived performing the experimentation on 

the structures. The graphs for the various parameters are 

shown for the clear observation. These results are calculated 

for the following structures: 

 Fixed base structure 

 Structure with TMD 

These results are used to compare the effect of the 

TMD used in the fixed base structure. This behavior of the 

structure is studied when subjected to harmonic loading. 

A. Experimentation on Fixed Base Three Storied Structure 

Harmonic loading of amplitude 3mm is applied to the fixed 

base structure using eccentric cam shake table. The 

excitation frequency is varied with the increment of about 1 

Hz. The displacement at base, top & acceleration at the top 

are recorded. The deformation in the structure is calculated 

using the readings recorded by shake table. 

The figure 3.1 shows the graph for deformation at 

various excitation frequencies. It is observed that the 

structure has modal frequency about 2.75Hz, 7.45 Hz & 

11.4 Hz which is similar to the data provided by the manual 

of equipment supplier. The figure clearly shows the 

behavior of the structure when it is subjected to harmonic 

loading i.e. the structure responds when the excitation 

frequency matches with the modal frequency of the 

structure.  The deformation in the structure is 26.279, 6.48 

& 4.023 mm at three modal frequencies of 2.75 Hz, 11.2Hz 

&11.4Hz respectively. At other frequencies the deformation 

is observed to be negligible. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Deformation in the fixed base structure subjected to 

harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.2 shows the graph for top floor 

acceleration at various excitation frequencies. The top floor 

acceleration at the initial excitation is smaller but when it 

reaches to the modal frequency then the acceleration is 

increased and when it crosses this frequency the acceleration 

also decreases. This behavior is observed to be similar in 

case of second and third modal frequencies. The top floor 

acceleration in the structure is 1.081g ,0.435g & 0.262g  at 

three modal frequencies as 2.75 Hz, 7.45Hz & 11.2Hz.At 

other frequencies the top floor acceleration is observed to be 

lower. 

 
Fig. 3.2: Top Floor Acceleration in the fixed base structure 

subjected to harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.3 shows the graph for Acceleration 

amplification at various excitation frequencies. . The 

acceleration amplification is observed to be maximum for 

the modal frequencies. Acceleration amplification is 

observed maximum for the first modal frequency i.e. about 

11.85. 

 
Fig. 3.3: Acceleration amplification in the fixed base 

structure subjected to harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.4 shows the graph for time history of 

top floor absolute acceleration at excitation frequency of 

2.75Hz equal to fundamental frequency for the time interval 

of 10 sec. 

 
Fig. 3.4: Time history for Top Floor Absolute Acceleration 

in the fixed base structure at 2.75Hz excitation frequency for 

10 seconds. 

B. Experimentation on structure With TMD 

The structural deformation is reduced by installing the TMD 

of desired frequency which match with the structure 

frequency. The harmonic loading of amplitude 3mm is 

applied to the structure with TMD to study behavior of the 

structure. The readings for the displacements at the top, base 

displacements of TMD & top floor acceleration are carried 

out so as to calculate deformation of structure and observe 

the reduction. 

The figure 3.5 shows the graph for deformation at 

various excitation frequencies. The displacement of the 
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structure is reduced by the displacement in TMD. The 

deformation in the structure is 1.864, 1.235 & 1.141 mm at 

three modal frequencies as 2.75 Hz, 7.45Hz &11.2Hz 

respectively. At other frequencies the deformation is 

observed to be lower. 

 
Fig. 3.5: Deformation in the Structure with TMD subjected 

harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.6 shows the graph for top floor 

acceleration at various excitation frequencies. The top floor 

acceleration in the structure is 0.2071g ,0.288g & 0.138g  at 

three modal frequencies as 2.75 Hz, 7.45Hz & 11.2Hz.At 

other frequencies the top floor acceleration is observed to be 

lower. 

 
Fig. 3.6: Top Floor Acceleration in the Structure with TMD 

subjected harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.7 shows the graph for deformation of 

TMD at various excitation frequencies. It is observed from 

the graph that the deformation in the structure is reduced by 

the deformation in the TMD in opposite direction of 

deformation in structure. The displacement of TMD in the 

structure is -3.118, 0.615& -0.748mm at three modal 

frequencies as 2.75 Hz, 7.45Hz &11.2Hz respectively.  

 
Fig. 3.7: TMD Deformation at various frequencies in the 

structure subjected to harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.8 shows the graph for time history of 

top floor absolute acceleration at excitation frequency of 

2.75Hz for the time interval of 10 sec. The top floor 

acceleration is observed to be decreasing from 1g to nearly 

0.21g for the fixed base structure. 

 
Fig. 3.8: Time History for Top Floor Absolute Acceleration 

in structure with TMD for 2.75Hz excitation frequency. 

The figure 3.9 shows the graph for Acceleration 

amplification at various excitation frequencies. The 

acceleration amplification is observed to be maximum for 

the modal frequencies. Acceleration amplification is 

observed maximum for the first modal frequency i.e. about 

2.27.  

 
Fig. 3.9: Acceleration amplification in the structure with 

TMD subjected to harmonic loading. 

C. Comparative study of the structure with and without 

TMD 

The structure with TMD & without TMD is compared to 

study the behavior of structure when these are subjected to 

harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.10 shows the graph of comparison of 

deformation in structure with and without TMD. It shows 

that TMD in the structure reduces the deformation in the 

structure by increasing the damping and thus the structural 

components are protected. 

 
Fig. 3.10: Comparison of Deformation in the structure 

subjected to harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.11 shows the graph of comparison of 

acceleration in structure with and without TMD.It is 

observed that acceleration in the fixed base structure at the 

modal frequency is larger than structure with TMD.It shows 

that TMD in the structure reduces the acceleration in the 

structure. In the First mode the reduction in the deformation 

is nearly 80.85% and for second, third modes are 33.793%, 

47.328% respectively. 
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Fig. 3.11: Comparison of Acceleration in the structure with 

TMD and without TMD subjected harmonic loading. 

The figure 3.12 shows the graph for comparison of 

time history for absolute acceleration of the structure at 

excitation frequency of 2.75 Hz. It shows the significant 

reduction in the absolute acceleration in the structure with 

TMD. 

 
Fig. 3.12: Comparison of Absolute Acceleration of Structure 

with TMD and without TMD subjected to harmonic loading 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The structural model with tuned mass damper is subjected to 

harmonic loading and the results are obtained. Based on the 

experimental results, the following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

1) The tuned mass damper effectively reduces the 

deformation in the structure nearly 96% in first mode, 

14.7% in second mode, 47.33% in third mode. The 

reduction in the first mode is higher because of the 

tuning of the frequency of tuned mass damper with this 

modal frequency.  

2) The tuned mass damper effectively reduces the 

acceleration in the structure nearly 80.85% in first 

mode, 33.793% in second mode, 47.328% in third 

mode. 

3) The tuned mass damper increase the damping in the 

structure and these reduction are observed due to the 

deformation in tuned mass damper. This deformation is 

maximum for the first mode i.e. 3.118mm. 
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